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This is Lani speaking.

Today I am drawn into a state of consciousness
where I am aware of a great many Galactic
vessels popping into visibility and coming into
our locality around the planet, observing from a
distance.
Already I am in another transportation-type
vessel, or station, from where I am observing
many different types, or shapes, of vessels
coming into the reality and in the vicinity of our
planet Earth. There is a greater assembly of
Beings coming forward.

To assist this process, the energy you are
receiving through the galactic portals upon you
are changing the reality of time, and therefore
you are manifesting a different reality, in
accordance with your sense of time and
change.

“As you assemble here, Beings of Earth, you
will be aware that you are receiving information
into the depth of your understanding and your
reality where you may insert this into your
current lifetime.
The presence of these Beings indicates their
assistance to you. They envelop you and they
envelop the organisms creating life manifested
upon planet Earth at this time, investing them
all with the greater infusion of knowledge and
life existence. We are talking about the
civilization of existence that you have been
changing. Civilisations continually evolve or
change in some way that could be viewed as
devolving.
In this instance, you have the potential to
create evolvement in a procedural fashion
which increases and challenges your current
thought-times of time reality, as you measure
time. Time is not dependent on how many
revolutions there are of the planet and how it
turns and evolves in accordance with the sun
and different time linear measurements. Time
measurement is truly a dimensional
measurement of change and evolution and
manifestation of change in consciousness,
and this is where you stand in this time. This is
why you have manifested on planet Earth at
this time.

This has been an ongoing initiation within you
of the increase in cellular functioning, in the
increase of your capacity to perceive the
manifested dimensions around you. That also
relates to your perception of time.
As you choose to perceive the manifestations
of civilization around you that are possibly
what you would refer to as future, this changes
your perception and experience of time.
In one sense, you may be perceiving a very
great stillness within your inner perception as
all of this occurs, as you draw into you the
entire concept and the potential you have.
In this presentation to you as you assemble
here with us, you are reminded that you are
receiving another flow of energy to help
stabilization of all of this in you. Your energy
field accepts this. It understands it.
You are in the presence of that overseeing
body that you have come to understand as the
Galactic Federation. This is the commissioning
of many of the groups from other galaxies and
many of these have been present in your
reality for a continuation of life cycles, but their
presence has become more known to you and
they are here as part of the process of your
expansion of consciousness – the upliftment of
you into that expanded field.
So, the purpose of you being present in this
gathering in this moment is to consolidate your
perceptions and understanding.

In these few moments many of you are
observing your connection with some of these
Beings from other galaxies. We are hosting
this gathering for you to receive this and for
you to also step forward into the reception of
this. As you do that, you understand that it is
your choice. It is always your choice.
This was the purpose of this gathering at this
time, for you to understand there is the
appearance of the Galactic Federation coming
forward to assist you, in particular as Earth is
going through energetic changes and you are
experiencing those changes. What you are
experiencing in this session is also re-aligning
you into these ongoing changes.
And So It is. “

Lani speaking to you again and this is the time
where they recede from the presence and you
will be aware that you are with me and many
others as we are relocated – brought down to
Earth – into your present lifeform, such as it is
and as it is changing.
So much change is happening at this time in
this awakening and shifting process that you
do need to take time to remember that it is all
in accordance with what you agreed to
experience in this current lifetime.
This ends this inner journey for the gathering
and I want you to make sure – make it your
intention – that you are physically oriented back
into the present moment. You can revisit the
session at any time to again enhance yourself
or to receive individual information in that
process – but now you must be present back in
the present moment.
I leave you with this, filled with love and light
and gratitude for these journeys. Thanks for
being with me.
Lani
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